
2020-21 

Webinar on 

Journalism during natural/man-made disasters, including pandemics 

Date: 15th May 2020 

A webinar was conducted by the Department of Mass Communication, Faculty of Arts on 15th May 

2020 at 11:00AM. The resource person was Ms. Anjali Lal Gupta, Asst. Prof, University of Hyderabad. 

The topic was 'Journalism during natural and man-made disaster, including pandemics'.  

The speaker spoke about media's response to the natural/man-made disasters. She shed some light 

on Bhopal gas tragedy on how different media channels reported as 'unfortunate' incident. She said 

that the media should function as predictor rather than a response to the aftermaths. 'Questioning 

the preparedness of the governments is the most important task that the media should do', said Ms. 

Anjali. Talking about the protection of the media personnel she said that Journalism must be treated 

as essential service and adequate policies must be set for the safety of the journalists. The session 

was attended by nearly 200 people from various states.  

 

Details: 
No. of Participants registered - 315 
No. of Participants attended - 200 
No. of Certificates issued - 207 

 

 

 

 



 

Report on the Webinar Titled 

Understanding the Post Covid-19 Pandemic Scenario of Indian 

Economy 

 

The Webinar “Understanding the Post Covid-19 Pandemic Scenario of Indian Economy” 

was organized by the Department of Economics, Faculty of Arts, Bhavans Vivekananda 

College of Science, Humanities and Commerce on 20th July 2020 at 2:30 pm. The guest 

speaker was Dr. B. Mathavan, Professor and Coordinator, Economics Wing, Directorate of 

Distance Education, Annamalai University, Tamil Nadu. The webinar was organized through 

online mode on Zoom platform for the undergraduate and postgraduate students at the college 

and outside the college with 200 number of participants. 

The session started off by defining and differentiating between an epidemic and pandemic, 

followed by engaging in a serious discussion about how the Covid-19 pandemic has affected 

the lives of every single person and their household all around the world to the effect on our 

national economy. The speaker also drew the attention towards the breakout of various 

epidemics and pandemics in the past centuries and how the people dealt with the 

consequences and recovered individually as well as a national economy from them, back 

then. The speaker further elaborated on how the Covid-19 pandemic started and spread all 

over the world, a threat to everyone’s health and a great hit on the economy. The pattern of 

spread of the pandemic was also discussed through graphical representations. The speaker 

enlightened the attendees about the country-wide lockdown and global economic downturn, 

all the negative consequences from increase in food insecurity to decline in global trade, 

everything from local to global level. The speaker also threw light on the Modern Economic 

Society, health and economic shock, demand shock, supply shock, the circular flow of 

income and spending during the pandemic. He concluded by bringing into limelight, the steps 

taken by the Indian government to recover from the Covid-19 pandemic such as the Atma 

Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyan. In short, it was a very insightful session, and the attendees learnt a 

lot about the present economic circumstances and predicting the future outcomes of the 

pandemic and tackling the problems caused by it.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Webinar on 

National Education Policy 2020 

 

12th August 2020 

The faculty of Arts organized a webinar on 'National Education Policy 2020' on 12th August 

2020. The resource person for the session is Prof. G. Nagaraju, Dept. of Sociology, 

University of Hyderabad. He spoke saying that the NEP 2020 is primarily divided into 4 parts 

primary education, Higher education, other areas of critical importance and execution of the 

policy. He said that there is a paradigm shift in the policy and a reorganization of the entire 

school education  'The policy aimed at breaking rote learning, envisage meaningful learning, 

development of critical capacities and critical cognitive skills', said Prof. Nagaraju. He told 

that the use of mother tongue as a medium of language need to be critically assessed. He 

stressed on to break the idea of Higher education as an elite good and be more accessible to 

the students of all walks of life. He concluded saying that a quality education has to assured 

for all with strict implementation of inclusive policies.  

 

 



Webinar on  

Media and Democracy: Roles and Responsibilities 

 

A Webinar was organized by Dept. Of Mass Communication, Faculty of Arts, on 5th 

November, 2020 via Zoom video. The speaker for the session was Dr. Srinivas Panthukala, 

Asst. Professor, Dept. of Communication, English and Foreign Language University, 

Hyderabad.  

This session mainly focused on the Mainstream Media and the relation between Media and 

Democracy and how media takes the responsibility of efficient functioning of Democracy.  

Dr. Srinivas said that the media keeps the peoples awakened and there is no denying the fact 

that it has become one of the major instruments of social change. He also told that Indian 

media had two phases which it went through for its growth. One is India’s Independence 

movement in which media got its confident booster for being able to spread knowledge about 

the whereabouts and the other phase is seen during emergency period:1975 where media was 

strongly controlled and freedom of media was completely crushed. He focused on the points 

of media’s freedom, constitutional laws, and the responsibilities of Media in enhancing 

Democracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

19th April 2021 

 

The Dept. of Mass Communication, conducted a webinar on 'Movies and Masculinity: An 

exploration in recent Telugu Cinema. Dr. Uma Maheswari Bhrugubanda, Asst. Prof, Dept. of 

Cultural Studies, EFL University was the resource person. The webinar was focused on the 

portrayal of masculinity in films from the 1950s to the present. The presentation was 

primarily about Telugu cinema with an in depth focus on the social structure of invisible 

caste presence in Movies. The lecture was interesting, with a discussion on the toxic 

masculinity of films such as Samarasimha Reddy, Chenna Kesava Reddy, and most notably, 

Arjun Reddy. In the recent film Uppena, there is a delicate balance of toxic and fragile 

masculinity. The session also discussed how filmmakers are attempting to redefine 

masculinity in mainstream cinema. The webinar was successful and interactive with 109 

attendees. 
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